West Germany's Mathias Wa\lenta (65267) won in a close race the 10,000 (39:26.37) over Belgium's Remi Boterberg (65025, 39:29.50) and Sweden's Georg Samuelson (39:32.60).
Oregon's Dan Bulkley won three gold medals and set two world M70 records in Eugene, including this 52.44 in the 300 hurdles.
Accepting congratulations from the crowd are M50 400 medalists, from left: Reg Austin, Australia (3rd, 53.24); Guido Mueller, West Germany (1st, 52.31); Larry Colbert, USA (2nd, 52.86).
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Some of the participants in the International Weight Pentathlon in Eugene.
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Australia's legendary John Gilmour, 70, was, indeed, legendary in Eugene, winning five gold medals and setting three world M70 records. Here he breaks the world M70 10,000 mark by over two std ever to break 16 minutes in the 10,000 minutes in 38:49.25.